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BANKING & FINANCE
SBI raised Rs.1,251 crore via tier I bonds
State Bank of India (SBI) announced it had raised Rs.1,251.30 crore by
issuing Basel III-compliant bonds. The Committee of Directors for Capital
Raising, at its meeting on 22 March 2019, deliberated and accorded approval to
allot 12,513 non-convertible, taxable, perpetual, subordinated, unsecured Basel IIIcompliant additional tier-I bonds, for inclusion in additional tier-I capital of the
bank aggregating to Rs.1,251.30 crore.
The bonds with a face value of Rs.10 lakh each bears a coupon rate of 9.45% per
annum payable annually with a call option after 5 years or any anniversary date
thereafter. The bonds were subscribed on 22nd March.

Forex swap auction received USD 16.31 billion by RBI
The first Forex swap auction by Reserve Bank of India (RBI), which was aimed
at infusing primary liquidity, received $16.31 billion bidding by banks. In turn,
RBI infused Rs.34,561 crore rupee liquidity.
There is the expectation that RBI would conduct more such auctions as there is an
appetite in the market, and reduce dependence on open market purchases of bonds.
RBI has infused a significant amount of liquidity in the current fiscal through open
market operations (OMOs).

IOC and BPRL has acquired an oil block in Abu Dhabi
Indian Oil Corporation (IOC), Bharat PetroResources Ltd. (BPRL), a
subsidiary of Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd. (BPCL), acting jointly as a
consortium through Urja Bharat Pte Ltd. has acquired an oil block in Abu
Dhabi, where the two will invest $170 million.
The consortium through Urja Bharat Pte Ltd. have been awarded 100% stake in
the Abu Dhabi Onshore Block 1 Concession. The concession has been awarded by
the Supreme Petroleum Council, on behalf of the Abu Dhabi government. The
concession award is for 35 years. This Onshore Block 1 is located in the A1
Dhafra region around Ruwais City and the refining complex, including the coastal
region to the west.
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RBI fined Rs 2 Crore penalty on PNB
TheReserve Bank of Indiahas fined a penalty of Rs 2 crore onPunjab National
Bank for non-compliance of regulatory directionswith regard toSWIFT
operations.
SWIFT (Society For Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications) is a
global messaging software used for sharing information on inter-bank transactions
by financial entities.

Bank of Baroda to launch Baroda Kisan
Public sector Bank, Bank of Baroda has made an announcement about developing
an agri-digital platform called 'Baroda Kisan'. The platform is to provide
solutions for all major agricultural requirements.
The project aims to provide a holistic approach towards solving agricultural plights
by means of providing reliable and customised information, inputs for use, the
convenience of renting farm equipment and market linkage for sale of agriproduces.
Bank of Baroda has signed a memorandum of understanding (Mou) with Six
companies viz. Skymet Weather Services, Weather Risk Management Services,
BigHaat, Agrostar India, EM3 Agri Services and Poorti Agri Services for the
project. The agri-digital platform will be executed by IT Centre of Excellence
(ITCoE) of Bank of Baroda in partnership with IBM India. Baroda Kisan is aimed
at digitization of digital services.

Demat share transfer to be effective from 1st April
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI)said that the transfer of shares of
listed companies can be done only in dematerialised form from April 1 but
investors are not barred from holding shares in the physical form.In December
2018, the capital markets watchdog extended the deadline for transfer of shares of
listed companies only in dematerialised (demat) form to April 1.Now, it has been
decided not to extend the deadline.
The decision that the transfer of shares has to be compulsorily in demat form was
taken way back in March 2018. SEBI also said that the measure would come into
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effect from April 1, 2019.

RBI to issue Regulatory sandbox
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is set to issue guidelines within two months for
the fintech companies to test their new products on a small group of users before
scaling up.
A Sandbox is a framework set up by a regulator that allows FinTech start-ups to
conduct live experiments in a controlled environment under supervision.
Regulatory sandbox will provide a well-defined space for the companies to
develop new products. It allows for experimenting with their products and fintech
solutions. In case of failure, the consequences would be contained and the reasons
will be analysed for betterment. The RBI's working group on FinTech and digital
banking in 2017 had recommended that a regulatory sandbox/innovation hub be
introduced within a well-defined space and duration to experiment with FinTech
solutions, where the consequences of failure can be contained and reasons for
failure analysed.
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BUSINESS & ECONOMY
Adani becomes first Indian port operator to record 200 million tonnes cargo
movement in 2018-19
Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone (APSEZ) has claimed that its portfolio of
nine ports and terminals handled 200 million metric tonnes (MMT) of cargo in
2018-19, becoming the first Indian port operator to achieve the milestone.
The Gautam Adani-led company doubled its cargo handling from 100 MMT
reached in 2013-14.
About APSEZ:
APSEZ- Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone
It is a part of Adani Group, and is the largest port developer and operator in India.
APSEZ's Mundra Port in Gujarat is India's largest private port.
Founder: Gautam Adani
Founded: 1998
CEO: Karan Adani
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INTERNATIONAL
Thailand held its first general election after 5 years of military rule
Thailand held its first general election after five years of military rule. The
military ousted an elected government in a coup in 2014. About 51.4 million
people voted in the election. It will appoint 500 members to the House of
Representatives, the lower house of the Parliament.
Voters in Thailand have voted to choose their next government 24th March 2019,
after five years of living under military rule.
The March 24 vote comes after the ruling junta repeatedly postponed general
elections after it overthrew an elected government in 2014.
Thailand:
Monarch: Maha Vajiralongkorn
Prime Minister: Prayut Chan-o-cha
Capital: Bangkok
Currency: Baht () (THB)
Official language: Thai

Indonesia launched its first mass rapid transit (MRT) system
Indonesian President Joko Widodo inaugurated the country's first mass rapid
transit (MRT) system on 24th March. The aim is to ease the traffic congestion in
the capital Jakarta. He also presided over a groundbreaking ceremony to mark the
beginning of the second phase which is planned for completion by 2024.
Passengers can ride for free until the end of the month.
Jakarta is one of the top three traffic-congested cities in the world, according to a
traffic index developed by the navigation systems company TomTom.
Indonesia:
President: Joko Widodo
Vice President: Jusuf Kalla
Capital: Jakarta
Currency: Indonesian rupiah (Rp) (IDR)
Official/National language: Indonesian
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India extends Rs. 35.5 million financial grant to Nepal
India has extended a financial grant of 35.5 million Nepalese rupees for the
construction of an educational campus in Nepal under the Development
Partnership Programme.
The building was constructed at Siddheshwar Education Public Campus in
Ramechhap district. It consists of 12 class rooms, meeting hall, laboratory room
and a library.
It will enhance the poor, needy and the marginalized students access to education in
the district and the nearby areas.
Development Partnership Programme is administered by the Development
Administration Partnership division of the Ministry of External Affairs.
About Nepal:
Capital: Kathmandu
Currency: Nepalese rupee
President: Bidhya Devi Bhandari

Pentagon approves USD 1 billion to build 92 km of Trump's border wall
Acting US defence (Pentagon) secretary Patrick Shanahan authorised $1 billion
to build part of the wall sought by President Donald Trump along the US-Mexico
border.
The amount will go towards building 92 km of 18-foot fencing, improving roads
and other measures along the border.
Earlier, Trump had declared national emergency over the border wall demand.
Trump had sought $5.7 billion for the wall. He believes the wall will help curb
crime and drug trade in the US.
The wall was one of the main promises of the Trump election campaign in 2016.

Pakistan approved plan to open Sharada Temple Corridor to Hindu Pilgrims
from India
Sharada Peeth is an ancient Hindu temple and cultural site in Pakistan-controlled
Kashmir (PcK).
The Sharada Peeth corridor, when opened, will be the second religious tract after
the Kartarpur corridor in PcK that will connect the two neighbouring nations.
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Sharada Peeth is also one of the three famous holy sites for Kashmiri Pandits, the
other two being the Martand Sun Temple in Anantnag and the Amarnath temple.
About Pakistan Occupied Kashmir (POK):
Pakistan Occupied Kashmir (POK) is called Azad Kashmir in Pakistan.
POK is that part of the Jammu and Kashmir state of India which was invaded by
the Pakistan in 1947.
Area: 13,297 Square km
Capital: Muzaffarabad
Districts: 10
Main Languages: Urdu (official).

China infused USD 2.2 billion in Pakistan's forex reserves
China infused around $2.2 billion in Pakistan's foreign exchange reserves for
imports and external debt repayments.
Pakistan has so far received a total of $9.1 billion in financial assistance from
friendly countries during the current fiscal year.
Pakistan has got $4.1 billion from China, $3 billion from Saudi Arabia and $2
billion from United Arab Emirates (UAE).
Pakistan's foreign exchange reserves stood at $8.84 billion as on March 15.

Worlds longest salt cave found in Israel
Israeli cave explorers discovered thecave named Malham, theworlds longest salt
cave with striking stalactites near the Dead Sea. Previously, Iran's N3 cave held
the record.
Malham Cave:
The cave named Malham is stretched over 10 km. It runs through Mount Sodom,
Israels largest mountain, and spills out to the southwest corner of the adjacent
Dead Sea.Pale salt stalactites hang from the ceilings, and some of the walls sparkle
with salt crystals. Drops of salty water are visible at the tips of some of the
stalactites.
Iran'sN3 cave:
But in 2006, researchers mapped over 6 km of the N3 cave in southern Irans
Qeshm island, granting it the widely recognised status of the worlds longest salt
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cave.

Former President Abdulla Yameen was released
A Maldives court ordered the release of former President Abdulla Yameen, who
was arrested in mid-February on charges of money laundering.
According to the Male-based Maldives Independent , the decision on his release
came on procedural grounds, after the composition of the three-judge bench
hearing the case was changed. The ex-President, who had earlier been held at the
Maafushi prison, was transferred out, and held under house arrestbefore his
release.
The development comes with less than a fortnight left for the Maldivess
parliamentary election.

Kolkata Dhaka ship to set sail for the first time ever
A regular river cruise will start between Kolkata, India and Dhaka, Bangladesh
for the first time in the history of the two countries. The Indian ship, R V Bengal
Ganga, will start itsjourney from a west Kolkata jetty. About 60 persons will be
travelling. The return journey will take nearly two weeks from Kolkata and the ship
will pass through Sunderbans on both sides of the marine border.
Another ship will simultaneously start from Bangladesh, traverse the same route
and reach Kolkata, taking approximately the same time. The border formalities will
be completed at Sunderbans on the Indian side.
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INDIAN AFFAIRS
AIIMS launched mobile methadone vans to provide treatment to opioid
addicts
In a first-of-its-kind initiative, the All India Institutes of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS)launched mobile methadone vans to provide treatment to opioid addicts
in inner-city neighbourhoodsin New Delhi. As a pilot project, the National Drug
Dependence Treatment Centre (NDDTC) of AIIMS has initiated the new service of
delivering methadone through a mobile van in East Delhi.
Opioid addiction:
Opioid addiction is a long-lasting (chronic) disease that can cause major health,
social, and economic problems.Opioids are a class of drugs that act in the nervous
system to produce feelings of pleasure and pain relief.
Some opioids are legally prescribed by healthcare providers to manage severe and
chronic pain.Some other opioids, such as heroin, are illegal drugs of abuse.Opioid
addiction is characterized by a powerful, compulsive urge to use opioid drugs, even
when they are no longer required medically.

CBSE plan to add AI and yoga as new subjects
The CBSE will introduce artificial intelligence (AI), early childhood care
education and yoga as new subjects in school curriculums from the upcoming
academic session.The CBSE is to introduce AI and yoga as an optional 6th subject
at Class IX from the session 2019-2020 onwards.
This move aims to enhance the multidisciplinary approach in teaching learning
and also to sensitise the new generation, it was decided that schools may start AI
inspire module of 12 hours in Class VIII itself.

FinTech Conclave commenced in New Delhi
NITI (National Institution for Transforming India)Aayog organized a FinTech
Conclave at Dr. Ambedkar International Center, New Delhi.
The Conclave was inaugurated by RBI Governor, Shaktikanta Das.
The motive of the conference is to shape Indias continued ascendancy in FinTech,
build the narrative for future procedure and policy efforts, and to deliberate steps
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for complete financial inclusion.
About NITI Aayog
Formed: 1 January 2015; 4 years ago
Headquarters: Delhi
Agency executives: Narendra Damodardas Modi, (Chairman)
Rajiv Kumar, (Vice Chairman)
Amitabh Kant, (CEO)

Goldman Sachs report says that in FY20 food inflation likely to go up to 2
percent
Goldman Sachsreport said that food inflation in the country is likely to go up
to 2% in the fiscal year 2019-20 from the 0.7% estimated for FY19. It can be
noted that low food prices had been one of the prime factors which had aided the
RBI to be more accommodative in its rate-setting recently.
It also attributedthatthe low food prices in the last few months to the prices of
cereals and vegetables which had remained low for some time. Deregulation of
markets, which saw delisting of vegetables from the Agriculture Produce and
Marketing Committee Act in 14 States, had helped keep vegetable prices low.

CARE Hospitals has launched Ummeed, a Cancer screening programme
CARE Hospitals in association with Piramal Swasthya has launched a cancer
screening programme called Ummeed in Hyderabad, Telangana. The initiative
that will help in early detection of oral, breast and cervical cancer, will be
introduced in Rangareddy in the next 45 days, where in screening will be conducted
free of cost.
A fully-equipped van will be used to screen people and an all-woman team will
educate the rural population about the importance of early detection of cancer.

Vedanta Limited has discovered oil in the Krishna Godavari basin
Anil Agarwal-led Vedanta Limited has discovered oil in the Krishna Godavari
basin on Indias east coast. The company has notified the management committee,
Directorate General of Hydrocarbons and Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Gas of an oil discovery in the second exploratory well H2, located in block KG-
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OSN-2009/3, Krishna-Godavari Basin, east coast of India.
Vedanta Limited holds 100% participating interest in the block. The first
exploration well, A3-2, drilled in the block was a gas discovery.
Vedanta Limited:
Industry type: Mining
Founded in: 1979 (as Sesa Goa)
Headquarters: Mumbai, India
Chairman Emeritus: Anil Agarwal
Chairman: Navin Agarwal
CEO: Srinivasan Venkatakrishnan
CFO: Arun Kumar
Vedanta Limited is a mining company based in India

At 15,256ft, Himachal's Tashigang is world's highest polling station
The Tashigang polling station in Himachal Pradesh falls in Buddhist-dominated
Lahaul-Spiti, one of the 17 assembly segments that form the Mandi Lok Sabha
seat, the second largest constituency in India.
Situated at about 29 km from the India-China border, the polling station covers
two villages Tashigang and Gete.
As per the revised electoral rolls, the two villages have 48 voters, of which 30 are
men and 18 women.
Earlier the tiny settlement of Hikkim in the same district located at an altitude of
about 14,400 feet was the highest polling station in the country.
About Himachal Pradesh:
Capital: Shimla
Chief minister: Jai Ram Thakur
Districts: 12
Governor: Kaptan Singh Solanki

Cabinet approved additional posts for NCLAT
Cabinet approved a proposal of six additional posts of judicial and technical
members in the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT). The
tribunal hears appeals against rulings of the National Company Law Tribunal
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(NCLT).
The Cabinet cleared a proposal for the creation of three additional posts each for
judicial members and technical members in the NCLAT. The new posts would
ensure meeting the mandate provided to NCLAT by the Finance Act, 2017, the
Companies Act, the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 and the time frame
provided for disposal of cases.

Delhi government school teacher Manu Gulati honoured with Martha Farrell
Award 2019
Delhi government school teacher, Manu Gulati honored with the Martha Farrell
award for Excellence in Womens Empowerment 2019 in the Most Promising
Individual category with prize money of INR 1,50,000 for promoting gender
quality and womens empowerment.
She collaborates with America India Foundations Market Aligned Skills Training
Program, through which she assists the training programs for beauticians, weavers,
salesgirls, etc in Jalandhar in Punjab, Betul in Madhya Pradesh and Baramullah in
Kashmir.
The Awards were first awarded in 2017 in the memory of Dr. Martha Farrell, a
prominent activist for gender equality and womens empowerment.
About Delhi:
Governor: Anil Baijal,
Chief Minister: Arvind Kejriwal
Deputy Chief Minister: Manish Sisodia
Chief Secretary: Vijay Kumar Dev
Commissioner of Police: Amulya Patnaik
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Chandrayaan 2 to carry NASAs laser retroreflector arrays
Indias lunar mission Chandrayaan 2 will carry NASAs laser instruments. The
U.S. space agency said that the laser instrument will help scientists to make precise
measurements of the distance to the Moon. Chandrayaan 2 is scheduled to be
launched in the month of April. NASA has confirmed that Chandrayaan 2 and
Israeli lander Beresheet, due to touch down on April 11, will each carry NASAowned laser retroreflector arrays.
Chandrayaan 2:
Chandrayaan-2 will be India's second mission to the Moon
It will include an orbiter and lander-rover module
Chandrayaan-2 will be launched on India's Geosynchronous Satellite Launch
Vehicle (GSLV-MkIII)
It is expected to be launched in April 2019
The science goals of the mission are to further improve the understanding of the
origin and evolution of the Moon

For the first time in the world, Ootys muon detection facility measures
potential of thundercloud
For the first time in the world, researchers at the GRAPES-3 muon telescope
facility in Ooty have measured the electrical potential, size and height of a
thundercloud that passed overhead on December 1, 2014.
This cloud had ten times higher potential than the previous record in a cloud with
1.3 gigavolts (GV).
The study of thunderclouds is helpful in navigation of aircraft and preventing
short circuits in aeroplanes.
About GRAPES 3:
The GRAPES-3 experiment (or Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS phase-3)
located at Ooty in India started as a collaboration of the Indian Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research and the Japanese Osaka City University, and now also
includes the Japanese Nagoya Womens University.
GRAPES-3 is designed to study cosmic rays with an array of air shower detectors
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and a large area muon detector.
It aims to probe acceleration of cosmic rays.

IIT Delhi researchers developed AI based disease detector
Researchers at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Delhi have created a lowpower electronic hardware system, based on artificial intelligence (AI), which is
capable of detecting malaria, tuberculosis, intestinal parasite and cervical cancer
within a few milliseconds.
The researchers aim to build a neuromorphic system exclusively for the healthcare
sector, in places where there are limited resources and paucity of specialists.
AI-based software do exist for apps used for diagnosis. However, this is the first
time that a portable, low-power and cost-effective hardware has been developed to
make AI-based systems available in areas with resource constraints.

India becomes the 4th country to test Anti-satellite missile system, codenamed
Mission Shakti successfully
India successfully completed 'Mission Shakti' operation where it destroyed a live
satellite on a low earth orbit (LEO) using an Anti-Satellite (ASAT) missile in three
minutes.
India has become the 4th country after the US, Russia and China in the world to
achieve this historic feat.
Anti Satellite weapons also called the ASAT are developed to destroy satellites.
Mission Shakti is a joint programme of DRDO and the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO).
Mission Shakti will help the country in standing strong and secure. It will further
protect the nation from disharmony and bring peace.

Facebook launched Candidate Connect and Share You Voted
Social Media giant, Facebook has launched two new India-specific tools
viz. "Candidate Connect" and "Share You Voted" to boost civic engagement on
its platform during the Lok Sabha elections 2019 that commence in April. Both
these tools will be made available in 12 local languages.
Candidate Connect feature will provide contesting candidates to upload 20 second
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videos in which they can introduce themselves and highlight how they will address
outstanding challenges in their constituencies if elected to office.Voters will be able
to watch these videos of candidates contesting from their respective constituencies
and also from other constituencies. Candidate Connect feature aims to provide an
opportunity for candidates to engage with the electorate.
Share You Voted feature will provide people with polling information and enable
them to announce and celebrate the fact that they have voted. Facebook will send
out reminders to people on polling dates in their constituencies under 'Share You
Voted' tag. The Share You Vote feature is aimed at amplifying the voting spirit.

Google has launched global advisory council for AI and Tech Ethics
Google has constituted an eight-member Advanced Technology External Advisory
Council that will examine the ethical challenges related to artificial intelligence
(AI) and other emerging technologies.
The aim of the council is to provide recommendations for Google and other
companies and researchers regarding the AI.
About Google:
Parent organization Alphabet Inc.
Headquarters Mountain View, California, United States
CEO Sundar Pichai
Founders Larry Page, Sergey Brin
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ENVIRONMENT
World's largest e-waste recycling hub opened in Dubai
Located at the Dubai Industrial Park, the 2,80,000 square feet plant will process
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE), IT asset disposition (ITAD),
refrigerant gas and specialised waste.
It is established by Enviroserve company with a total cost of $5 million.
It has a processing capacity of 100,000 tonnes of total integrated waste per year, of
which 39,000 tonnes is e-waste.
The 120 million dirhams ($5 million) project is backed by the Swiss Government
Export Finance Agency.

GIZ Indo German Development Corporation to help in waste segregation
The Indo-German Development Corporation, GIZ, has been tied to help the
North Delhi Municipal Corporation to carry out waste segregation activities.
The tie-up, which has been facilitated through the Swachh Bharath Mission, is for
a five-year period during which time the development corporation will provide
technical assistance such as training.
In order to ensure implementation of the solid waste management bylaws in the
North Corporation, ward level committees were being formed, involving Resident
Welfare Associations, market associations, NGOs and Ragpickers organisations to
look into specific local requirements. In addition, three model wards have been
selected where waste segregation will be ensured within six months.

Vijayawada Railway Station awarded the Gold Rating for being Clean & EcoFriendly
Vijayawada railway station, one of the busiest railway junctions in India, has
received Gold Rating by the Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) for Green
Measures.
The IGBC-CII, with the support of the Environment Directorate of Indian
Railways, developed the Green Railway Stations Rating System to facilitate
adoption of green concepts, thereby reduce the adverse environmental impact due
to station operation and maintenance and also enhance the overall commuter
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experience.
The Vijayawada station has installed 100 per cent LED lighting, the fans are fivestar rated, and solar power is already being used for water heating systems.
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DEFENCE
NBCTF was inaugurated at INS Shivaji
The Indian Navys Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Training Facility
(NBCTF) was inaugurated at INS Shivaji by Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Sunil
Lanba in Lonavala, Maharashtra.
The NBCTF, christened Abhedya, Sanskrit for impenetrable, will help train
personnel of naval ships fitted with nuclear, biological and chemical detection and
protection systems.
Admiral Lanba also launched the INS Shivajis website on the Indian Navy portal
and released the platinum jubilee logo, with the theme Propelling the Indian Navy
since 1945. INS Shivaji is celebrating its platinum jubilee in 2019-20.
INS Shivaji:
Type: Naval Station, Technical Training Establishment
Located in: Lonavala, Maharashtra
Owner: Government of India
Operator: Indian Navy
Built in: 15 February 1945
In use: 1945 present
Commander: Commodore K Srinivas

HAL rolled out 16th Tejas fighter for IAF fleet
The Indian Air Force (IAF) ordered 40 Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas
fighter from the Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. (HAL).The State-run Hindustan
Aeronautics Ltd (HAL) has rolled out its 16th Light Combat Aircraft (LCA)
Tejas fighter in the initial operational clearance (IOC) configuration to be inducted
into the fleet of the Indian Air Force (IAF).
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. (HAL):
Industry type: Aerospace and Defence
Founded in: 1940 (as Hindustan Aircraft), (Renamed Hindustan Aeronautics in
1964)
Headquarters: Bangalore, Karnataka, India
Managed by: Indian Ministry of Defence
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Chairman and MD: R.Madhavan
Products: Transport aircraft, Fighter aircraft, Helicopters

LIMA 2019 Aero Expo held in Langkawi, Malaysia
Langkawi International Maritime Aero Expo (LIMA-2019) is held in Langkawi,
Malaysia from 26 March 2019 to 30 March 2019.
The event, that takes place once every two years, is one of the largest
maritime and aerospace exhibitions in the Asia-Pacific.
It is established in 1991.
Indian Air Force (IAF) is participating in the Maritime Aero Expo for the first
time, during which it will showcase its indigenously developed LCA fighter
aircraft, Tejas.
The anti submarine warfare corvette INS Kadmatt also participate in LIMA 2019.
About Malaysia:
Capital : Kuala Lumpur
Currency : Ringgit
Prime Minister : Mahathir Bin Mohammed

AUSINDEX to be held off the coast of Vishakhapatnam from April 2 to 16th
Third Installment of the Joint Naval Exercise of India and Australia AUSINDEX is
to be held off the coast of Vishakhapatnam from April 2 to 16. The joint exercise
will focus on anti-submarine warfare, as part of efforts to ramp up bilateral naval
cooperation in the strategic Indian Ocean region.
AUSINDEX 2019
From the Australian side, HMAS Canberra (landing helicopter dock), Auxiliary
Oiler Replenishment vessel, two frigates, HMAS Newcastle and HMAS
Parramatta and P81 and P8 maritime patrol aircraft, will be involved in the
exercise. A Kilo-class submarine, land-based Hawk aircraft that will provide the air
attack element for the exercise, a Kamorta class anti-submarine vessel, besides a
stealth destroyer will lead the Indian deployment for the exercise.
The exercise will feature the deployment of Australian personnel on Indian ships
and vice versa. The area of the exercise will be within 200 miles of
Vishakhapatnam.
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Over 1000 Australian defence personnel will take part. Australia has also proposed
logistics sharing pact with India.
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AWARDS AND HONOURS
Peter Tabichi won Global Teacher Prize 2019
Peter Tabichi, a science teacher from rural Kenya, who gives away most of his
salary to support poorer pupils, has won a $1m prize (760,000) for the world's best
teacher.
The award, in a competition run by the Varkey Foundation, has seen him beating
10,000 other nominations from 179 countries.
Last year's winner was an art teacher from north London, Andria Zafirakou.

President Kovind honoured with highest civilian order in Croatia
President Ram Nath Kovind was honoured with Croatia's highest civilian award
-- the Grand Order of the King of Tomislav, by President Kolinda GrabarKitarovi.
He was awarded for his "exceptional contribution to the advancement of relations
and development of mutual cooperation between Croatia and India."
President Kovind is the first Indian President to visit Croatia.
Kovind is in the European country as part of his eight-day three-nation visit to
Croatia, Bolivia and Chile to further strengthen bilateral ties between India and
the three countries.
About Croatia:
Capital: Zagreb
Currency: Croatian kuna
President Kolinda Grabar-Kitarovi

Turing Award, the Nobel Prize of computing, won by 3 Pioneers in Artificial
Intelligence
The 2018 Turing Award, known as the Nobel Prize of computing, has been given
to Yoshua Bengio, Geoffrey Hinton, and Yann LeCun sometimes called the
godfathers of AI, for their work developing the AI subfield of deep learning.
The trio believed in the potential of AI and brought to the world the innovations
such as neural networks, self-driving cars, facial recognition, CNN and much
more.
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About Turing Award:
Initiated in 1966, this annual award is named after British mathematician Alan M.
Turing, whose work laid the foundation for computer science and artificial
intelligence.
It honors the individual for contributing major technical importance in the computer
field.
First recipient Alan Perlis
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SPORTS
Archana Kamath clinched a silver medal at Oman Open table tennis
Indian paddler Archana Kamath clinched a silver medal in the under-21
womens singles section of the Seamaster ITTF Challenge Plus 2019 Oman
Open table tennis tournament, at Muscat.Ninth-seed Archana reached her first
under-21 international final, where she lost to Japans top-seed Satsuki Odo of Japan
11-7, 11-8, 11-6.
Archana caused a couple of upsets en route to the summit clash, taking out secondseed Valerie Shcherbatykh of Russia 12-10, 11-7, 11-9 in the round-of-16, and
fourth-seed Mariia Tailakova of Russia 6-11, 5-11, 11-2, 11-6, 11-9 in the
semifinal.

Suresh Raina becomes first cricketer to score 5,000 runs in IPL history
Chennai Super Kings' Suresh Raina has become the first ever cricketer to reach
5,000 runs in Indian Premier League (IPL).
He reached the landmark in the opening match of the 12th edition of the IPL
against RCB (Royal Challengers Bangalore).
RCB captain Virat Kohli is the second highest run-scorer in IPL, with 4,954 runs
in 156 IPL innings.
ABOUT IPL 2019:
2019 season of the Indian Premier League is the twelfth edition.
It is a professional Twenty20 cricket league established by the Board of Control
for Cricket in India (BCCI) in 2007.
Dates: 23 March12 May 2019
Participants: 8
IPL 2018 Champions: Chennai Super Kings (CSK)

Manu and Saurabh won gold in 12th Asian Airgun Championship in Taoyuan,
Taipei
Indian shooting stars Manu Bhaker and Saurabh Chaudhary smashed the
qualification world record before clinching the 10m air pistol mixed team gold in
the 12th Asian Airgun Championship in Taoyuan, Taipei.The Indians then went
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on to win the five-team final with a score of 484.8.
Hwang Seongeun and Kim Mose of Korea won the silver with a score of 481.1
while Wu Chia Ying and Kou Kuan-Ting claimed the bronze for the host country
with a score of 413.3.
This win comes a month after they won the International Shooting Sport
Federation (ISSF) World Cup stage gold in the same event in Delhi.Manu Bhaker
and Saurabh Chaudhary broke the record set by Russians Vitalina Batsarashkina
and Artem Chernousov at the European Championships held recently.

Four sports including Breakdancing get provisional green light for Paris
Olympics 2024
Breakdancing was among four sports given a provisional green light for inclusion
in the Paris 2024 Games by the International Olympic Committee (IOC).
The three other sports namely - Surfing, Skateboarding and sport climbing also
got approval for provisional inclusion in Summer Olympics 2024 from IOC.
President of International Olympic Committee:- Thomas Bach
About 2024 Summer Olympics:
Commonly known as Paris 2024
Motto: Made for sharing
Opening: 26 July, 2024
Closing: 11 August, 2024
Stadium: Stade de France
2020 Summer Olympics Host city: Tokyo
2028 Summer Olympics Host city: Los Angeles

NRAI was awarded the Best Sports Federation
The National Rifle Association of India (NRAI) was awarded the Best Sports
Federation award in the country by the Association Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (ASSOCHAM).
This is another feather in the cap of the shooting sport community. They have
been raising the performance bar every day over the past few years. NRAI secretarygeneral D.V.S. Rao and secretary Rajeev Bhatia received the trophy from Director
General of SAI Neelam Kapoor and cricketer Madan Lal.
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APPOINTMENTS / RESIGN
AIBA President Gafur Rahimov resigns
TheAmateur International Boxing Federation (AIBA)PresidentGafur
Rahimovannounced his resignation. He cited the reason as the political based
discussions were harming the organizations progress. Rahimov will be replaced by
an interim president.
Rahimov was elected in November 2018 despite being on the U.S. Treasury
Departments sanctions listfor providing material supportto a criminal
organization.

Jet Airways founder Naresh Goyal resigned his position
Jet Airways Founders Naresh Goyalandwife Anita Goyalhavestepped down
from the boardof the cash-strapped airline. With this, Naresh Goyal ceases to be
Chairman. Director Kevin Knight has also resigned.The board has accepted their
resignations.
The board also approved the issue of 11.4 crore equity shares to the lenders upon
conversion of Re 1 of the outstanding debt. Lenders will infuse up to Rs 1,500 crore
via debt instruments.

Eight newly appointed members of Lokpal took oath of office
Lokpal Chairperson, Justice Pinaki Chandra Ghose administered the oath of
office to them.
Besides Chairperson, the President Ram Nath Kovind had appointed four Judicial
members and four Non-Judicial members as Lokpal.
The judicial members who took the oath are:
Former Chief Justices - Dilip B. Bhosale,
Pradip Kumar Mohanty, and
Abhilasha Kumari and
sitting Chief Justice of Chhattisgarh High Court Ajay Kumar Tripathi
The non-judicial members are:
Former first woman Chief of Sashastra Seema Bal - Archana Ramasundaram,
ex-Maharashtra Chief Secretary Dinesh Kumar Jain,
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former IRS officer Mahender Singh and
ex-IAS officer Indrajeet Prasad Gautam.
Lokpal which means caretaker of people is an anti-corruption authority or body
of ombudsman who represents the public interest in the Republic of India.

Manohar Ajgaonkar, Vijai Sardesai designated as Goas Deputy Chief
Ministers
Goas Tourism Minister Manohar Ajgaonkar has been appointed as the Deputy
Chief Minister of Goa.
He switched to Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) from Maharashtrawadi Gomantak
Party, on March 27, 2019.
At present he is the second deputy chief minister along with Goa Forward Party
(GFP) leader and state minister Vijai Sardesai.
Both will succeed Sudin Dhavalikar.
About Goa:
Capital: Panaji
Governor: Mridula Sinha
Chief Minister: Pramod Sawant
National Park and Wildlife Sanctuary: Cotigao Wildlife Sanctuary, Bhagwan
Mahaveer Sanctuary and Mollem National Park Salim Ali Bird Sanctuary.
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IMPORTANT DAYS
World Tuberculosis Day is observed on 24 March
World Tuberculosis Day is observed on 24 March each year. World TB Day is
marked by the World Health Organization (WHO). It is designed to build public
awareness about the global epidemic of tuberculosis (TB) and efforts to eliminate
the disease. The theme of World TB Day 2019 is Its time.
The date marks the day in 1882 when Dr.Robert Koch announced that he had
discovered the bacterium that causes TB, Mycobacterium tuberculosis. His
discovery opened the way towards diagnosing and curing this disease.
World Health Organization (WHO):
Formation: 1948
Headquarters: Geneva, Switzerland
Director-General: Tedros Adhanom
Parent organization: UN Economic and Social Council

India observed Shaheed Divas
On March 23rd, India observed Shaheed Divas or Martyr's Day as a tribute to
the Bhagat Singh, Sukhdev, and Rajguru on their death anniversary.
The supreme sacrifice of these revolutionaries continues to inspire generations in
India. Bhagat Singh with his associate Batukeshwar Dutt had bombed the Delhi
Central Assembly against the passing of two repressive bills, the Public Safety
Bill and the Trade Dispute Bill.
Bhagat Singh along with his associates Sukhdev Thapar and Shivaram Rajguru
were hanged to death for the killing 21-year-old British police officer John
Saunders on March 23rd, 1931.
January 30 which marks the death anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi is also
observed as the Martyrs Day to honour our brave martyrs who have sacrificed their
lives for the country.

World Theatre Day celebrated on 27th March
World Theatre Day celebrated annually on the 27th March by ITI Centres and
the international theatre community. It was initiated in 1961 by the International
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Theatre Institute (ITI).
On this day several national and international theatre events are organised. A
celebrated figure of the theatre is also invited by ITI who speaks and motivates
people about the theme of Theatre, a culture of peace and circulate the message in
the whole world.
This year that is in 2019 Carlos CELDRAN from Cuba, is an award -winning and
highly esteemed theatre director, playwright, academic and professor, living and
working in Havana, Cuba and present his work all over the world has been selected
for the message 2019.
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QUIZ CORNER
1) When is the World Tuberculosis Day celebrated?
A.March 23
B.March 24
C.March 25
D.March 26

Answer B
2) What is the theme for the World Tuberculosis Day 2019?
A.Leave no one behind
B.Unite to End TB
C.Its time
D.Light up the World for TB

Answer C
3) Which of the following Country held the first election after 5 years of
Military rule?
A.Nigeria
B.Cuba
C.Thailand
D.Myanmar

Answer C
4) Who among the following is/are among the 100 Most Influential People in
Climate Policy list?
A.Piyush Goyal
B.Narendra Modi
C.Arun Jaitley
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D.Both B and C

Answer A
5) Indonesia's first mass rapid transit (MRT) system to ease the traffic
congestion was inaugurated in __________.
A.Bandung
B.Makassar
C.Jakarta
D.Palu

Answer C
6) When is Marty's day or Shaheed Divas observed in India?
A.March 5
B.March 23
C.March 24
D.March 30

Answer B
7) Which of the following National leader's death anniversary, on January
30th, is also observed as Martyr's day?
A.Jawaharlal Nehru
B.Mahatma Gandhi
C.Lala Lajpat Rai
D.Vallabhbhai Patel

Answer B
8) Which Indian player won silver in the under-21 womens singles section of
the Seamaster ITTF Challenge Plus 2019 Oman Open table tennis
tournament?
A.Archana Kamath
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B.Shamini Kumaresan
C.Madhurikaa Paatkar
D.Pooja Sahasrabudhe

Answer A
9) Which of the following Bank has raised Rs.1,251.30 crore by issuing Basel
III-compliant bonds?
A.HDFC
B.IDBI
C.SBI
D.Indian Bank

Answer C
10) Who topped the Asian Rich List 2019 for the sixth successive year with 2.3
lakh crore wealth?
A.Mukesh Ambani family
B.SP Lohia
C.Hinduja family
D.Lakshmi Mittal and his son Aditya Mittal

Answer C
11) Which of the following Indias airport has now become the world's 12th
busiest airport?
A.Rajiv Gandhi International Airport, Hyderabad
B.Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi
C.Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj International Airport, Mumbai
D.Kempegowda International Airport, Bengaluru

Answer B
12) Who became the first ever cricketer to reach 5,000 runs in Indian Premier
League?
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A.Suresh Raina
B.Virat Kohli
C.Rohit Sharma
D.MS Dhoni

Answer A
13) FinTech Conclave commenced in -----?
A.New Delhi
B.Chennai
C.Hyderabad
D.Mumbai

Answer A
14) Which country topped the annual list of WEF global Energy Transition
index?
A.Brazil
B.Norway
C.Sweden
D.Switzerland

Answer C
15) Who won Global Teacher Prize 2019?
A.Peter Tabichi
B.Andrew Moffat
C.Daisy Mertens
D.Swaroop Rawal

Answer A
16) Which Indian Satellite is to carry NASA's laser retroreflector arrays?
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A.Gaganyaan
B.Aditya-L1
C.Chandrayaan-2
D.ASTROSAT

Answer C
17) How much did US Department of Defense authorise to build 92 km of USMexico border wall, demanded by Trump?
A.USD 3 billion
B.USD 2 billion
C.USD 4 billion
D.USD 1 billion

Answer D
18) Which of the following defence behemoth did the Indian Air Force (IAF)
order Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas fighter?
A.Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO)
B.Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd.
C.Tata Advanced Systems Ltd
D.BrahMos Aerospace Pvt. Ltd

Answer B
19) Indian Navy in augurated NBCTF in INS Shivaji. What does NBCTF
stand for?
A.Navigation and Biometric Centre for Training Facility
B.Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Training Facility
C.Naval Base Combat Training Facility
D.Naval Backup Communication Task Force

Answer B
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20) Who has resigned his position as President of Amateur International
Boxing Federation (AIBA)?
A.Gafur Rahimov
B.Jacques Rogge
C.Thomas Bach
D.Yu Zaiqing

Answer A
21) Which of the following authority has launched the housing scheme for
2019?
A.Bihar Development Authority (BDA)
B.Odisha Development Authority (ODA)
C.Mumbai Development Authority (MDA)
D.Delhi Development Authority (DDA)

Answer D
22) Who is appointed as the next Ambassador of India to the Kingdom of
Morocco?
A.Suresh Kumar
B.Vikram Gupta
C.Naresh Sharma
D.Shambhu S Kumaran

Answer D
23) The worlds largest e-waste recycling plant has opened in _______.
A.Shanghai
B.Riyadh
C.Moscow
D.Dubai

Answer D
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24) Which country honoured Indian President Ram Nath Kovind with highest
civilian award - The Grand Order of the King of Tomislav?
A.Chile
B.Belgium
C.Croatia
D.Bolivia

Answer C
25) Which of the following joint Naval exercise is held between India and
Australia?
A.AUSTRODIA2019
B.AUSINDIA2019
C.AUSINDEX2019
D.AUSIND2019

Answer C
26) How much did RBI receive from Forex swap auction, which it introduced
to infuse Rs.34,561 crore rupee to the system?
A.$10.36 billion
B.$13.01 billion
C.$16.31 billion
D.$21 billion

Answer C
27) When is the World Theatre Day celebrated?
A.March 27
B.March 28
C.March 29
D.March 30

Answer A
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28) Which of the following companies acquired oil block in Abu Dhabi, where
the two will invest $170 million?
A.Indian Oil Corporation (IOC), Bharat PetroResources Ltd. (BPRL) through Oil and Natural
Gas Corporation (ONGC)
B.Indian Oil Corporation (IOC), Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) through Petronet
LNG Ltd.
C.Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC), Bharat PetroResources Ltd. (BPRL) through GAIL
India Ltd
D.Indian Oil Corporation (IOC), Bharat PetroResources Ltd. (BPRL) through Urja Bharat Pte
Ltd.

Answer D
29) India became the 4th country to successfully test Anti-satellite missile
system, codenamed __________.
A.Mission Aditya-L1
B.Mission AVATAR
C.Mission Shakti
D.Mission ASTROSAT

Answer C
30) Which of the following became first Indian port operator to record 200
million tonnes cargo movement in 2018-19?
A.Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone
B.Larsen & Toubro Ltd
C.Essar Ports Limited
D.Mercator Limited

Answer A
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